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Early Warning 
 

The Shaken Superflux: Dispatches from an Alternative Present 
 

Yanis Varoufakis  
 

• UK English to Bodley Head (Will Hammond editing), Spanish to 
Deusto/Planeta  

• All other territories available 

• Proposal Available 

• Length: 50,000 words 
 
The Shaken Superflux is a short book in the tradition of Thomas More’s Utopia or 
William Morris’s New from Nowhere that  will sketch out a society that is, at once, radically different to 
our present one but also plausible given our technologies and humanity (or lack thereof). 
 
Intended as a sequel to Talking to My Daughter,  this book takes up the challenge (issued by several 
reviewers) to answer questions such as:  
 

If capitalism is upending itself (as TMD argued), and radical democratization of the economic 
& political realm is the only humanist solution, how would a democratized, post-capitalist 
economic & political realm work?  
 
How could the superflux (i.e. excess wealth), in King Lear’s terms, be well and truly shaken 
(i.e. distributed) in the context of a prosperous, rational, attractive society? 

 
The Shaken Superflux  provides the answer by conjuring up an alternative present (Alt-P) in which 
corporations, markets, income streams, the gendered distribution of social roles, money, democratic 
institutions, arts and the media etc. function radically differently.  
 
Set in the year 2025, featuring four fully developed characters  the central idea is that, at some point 
during the 2007/8 financial crisis, the ‘timeline’ branched out in two directions: one leading to the year 
2025 in the manner the reader’s present foreshadows and a second trajectory leading, by 2025, to Alt-P; 
our alternative present. 
 
The book will be based on glimpses (or fragments) of Alt-P made available to the protagonist in our 
(2025) present that will outline not only how economic and political institutions function in the 2025 Alt-
P but, also, hint at the events that undermined capitalism (during 2008-2020) along the second 
trajectory, ushering in (by 2025) the post-capitalist utopia – the Alt-P – that is the book’s theme.  
 
Yanis Varoufakis is the former finance minister of Greece. A professor of Economic Theory at the 
University of Athens and author of the Times of London #1 Bestsellers The Adults in the Room and 
Talking to My Daughter About the Economy.  
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Early Warning 
Eight Bears: Close and Closer Encounters Around the 
World 
 

Gloria Dickie 
 

• World English to Norton, all other territories available 

• Proposal Available 

• Publication in 2021 

• Length: 100,000 words 
 

National Geographic Explorer Gloria Dickie’s EIGHT BEARS takes readers from the cloud forests 
of the Andes to the ice floes of the Arctic to explore our age-old fascination with the eight bear 
species on earth. 

 
EIGHT BEARS is a globe-trotting adventure that examines our modern-day relationships with 
the eight remaining species of bears, taking readers from the cloud forests of the Andes to the 
ice floes of the Arctic. It’s a tale of exploration and ecology, of history and of myth, woven 
together with a contemplation of human tolerance for these emblems of the wilderness. 
  
Around the world, human relationships with bears have reached a breaking point. Conflicts are 
reaching all-time highs in the Arctic, Asia, and the American West. And such conflicts often end 
with a dead bear. EIGHT BEARS examines these breaking points through various stories of 
human experience, delving into the natural history and folklore of each species. If we can’t 
learn to live alongside bears, conflicts will only get worse, resulting in both human 
and bear fatalities. Then, our ursine friends and foes will disappear completely. Losing bears will 
mean we lose a beautiful and complex relationship that has underpinned our evolution for 
thousands of years. And, in some ways, we will lose part of our own wildness. Without bears, 
our stories and woods seem empty.  
  
Gloria Dickie is an award-winning freelance science and environmental journalist specializing in 
biodiversity conservation, climate change, ecosystem and land management, and 
environmental law and policy.  
  
Her writing appears in National Geographic News, The Atlantic, Pacific Standard, The Guardian, 
Outside, Wired, BioGraphic, The Walrus, High Country News Magazine, VICE, Canadian 
Geographic, Hakai Magazine, Undark, Mongabay, InsideClimate News, Yale Environment 360 
and Adventure Journal, among others. She has reported from China, Mexico, France, Norway, 
Italy, the United States, and Canada.  Gloria is a 2018-19 National Geographic storytelling 
grantee. http://gloriadickie.com 
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Early Warning 
 
The DDT Myths: A Cautionary Tale of Science, Big 
Money, and Finding Truth 
 

Elena Conis 
 

• On Submission Now 

• Length: 100,000 Words  

• Proposal Available 
 

Twice in DDT’s history, the chemical experienced a dramatic twist of fate.  In the 1960s, DDT became 
public enemy number one. A generation later, it was rebranded a prodigal son. Both times, the call for a 
change seemed to be coming from the grassroots. Both times, big business was at work behind the 
scenes. New scientific understanding was not the trigger for either turn. Profit, ideology, and politics 
were. 

 
The story of DDT is a cautionary tale for anyone interested in how we understand the world, the role of 
science, and the ways in which public opinion about scientific matters is manipulated to different ends. 
The techniques used to burnish or blast DDT’s reputation have come into play in contemporary debates 
on everything from new pesticides to the safety of GMOs to the radiofrequency emitted by cell phones. 
Which studies matter? Which are “true”? What, exactly, do their findings imply? Whose interests are at 
stake? How do deep-seated biases and beliefs drive scientific research and interpretation? How, 
knowing this, should the balance of evidence be weighed? If one or just a few studies suggests a 
technology or substance is harmful, how should we proceed?  
 
THE DDT MYTHS is a chemical whodunit based on years of historical research in corporate and 
government archives combined with journalistic interviews and reporting. DDT’s story shows that for 
too long, we’ve let power, profits, and ideology guide our thinking. It also shows how, when we place 
scientific truth above all three, that truth can take us to some surprising places.  Over and over again, 
the DDT story’s lessons are revelatory and relevant. If scientific truth can be so easily manipulated, then 
at the very least we need to know how the truth is constructed, who’s constructing it—and  exactly why.   
 
Elena Conis has been writing about science, medicine, and the history of both for fourteen years. Her 
book Vaccine Nation: America’s Changing Relationship with Immunization (2015), won the American 
Public Health Association’s Arthur J. Viseltear Award for outstanding work on the history of public health 
and was named a Choice Outstanding Academic Title and pick of the week by Nature and Times Higher 
Education.  Conis is an Associate Professor at the Graduate School of Journalism and the Center for 
Science, Technology, Medicine, and Society at the University of California, Berkeley. Before moving to 
Berkeley, Conis was the Mellon Foundation Faculty Fellow in Health and the Humanities and an Assistant 
Professor of History at Emory University in Atlanta. A former journalist, her writing has appeared in The 
Atlantic, The Washington Post, Philadelphia Inquirer, Salon, San Francisco Chronicle, Sacramento Bee, and 
elsewhere. She was an award-winning health columnist for the Los Angeles Times, where she wrote the 
“Esoterica Medica,” “Nutrition Lab” and “Supplements” columns from 2003 to 2011. 
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Early Warning 

 

Killers on the Trail: Love, Murder, and the Quest for Justice in America’s 
Wild Places 
 

Kathryn Miles 
 

• World English Sold to Algonquin 

• Narrative True Crime 

• Proposal Available, Manuscript Available Winter 2020 

• Length: 90,000 words  
 
Killers on the Trail is an account of the unsolved murder of Julie Williams and Lollie Winans, the 
subsequent investigations, and their significance in a long history of violence—particularly against 
women—in America’s wild places. 
 

Someone must have tracked the two women a mile or so down the disused bridle 
trail, away from the scrum of holiday traffic on Shenandoah National Park’s Skyline Drive. 
Probably, he (for it surely was a “he”) followed unseen as Julie Williams and Lollie Winans 
turned off of the trail and walked a couple hundred yards to a hidden clearing next to the 
Rose River – a rocky stream with picturesque pools and descents. It’d been raining nonstop 
for days, and that normally pacific stream was now raging.  That meant he could tail the 
couple unheard, watching as they pitched their tent and set up a run for their golden 
retriever, Taj.  

This was no chance encounter. Nor was it a spontaneous attack. Their killer carried 
duct tape and rope, a knife with a machete-like blade. And he was patient. He waited while 
they lit their camp stove and made dinner. He let them finish eating before he attacked. The 
din of the rapids meant Williams and Winans had no warning. He was all but on top of them 
before they ever even knew he was there. And by then, neither one of them stood a chance.  

 
Killers on the Trail follows the final days of Williams and Winans, their killings, the investigations by the 
FBI and the National Park Police, and the suspect who was never taken to trial.  Since the death of 
Williams and Winans, six other young women have either been murdered or have gone missing in the 
area. The killer, whoever he is, is still out there. Kathryn Miles wants to know why. 
 
To understand the murder investigation of Williams and Winans, Miles will also take an in-depth look at  
backcountry investigations: we’ll meet the rangers and wardens first on the scene and follow detectives 
and forensic experts as their inquiry unfolds both on secluded mountain tops and in cutting edge DNA 
labs. Killers on the Trail will include first-hand reporting from places like the mountains outside Denver, 
Colorado, where special FBI evidence responses teams are taught to repel, ice climb, and spelunk in the 
name of solving backcountry crime, and ride-alongs with rangers and national park police as they 
attempt to solve their own crimes.   

 

Kathryn Miles writes for Outside Magazine and the Boston Globe and is author of QUAKELAND: On The 

Road To America's Next Devastating Earthquake; SUPERSTORM: Nine Days Inside Hurricane Sandy. 
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Early Warning 
 

Supplying the Slave Trade: A Cautionary Tale of Science, Big Money, 
and Finding Truth 
 

Anne Ruderman 
 

• World English to Yale 

• Length: 75,000 Words, plus endnotes  

• Proposal Available 

• Publication 2021  
 

The transatlantic slave trade transformed the early modern world. For the slave-trading nations of 
Europe it led to economic growth and industrialization. For their colonies in the Americas it engendered 
a cash-crop plantation economy. For ordinary European consumers, it ushered in a new age of readily 
available commodities: coffee, tobacco, cotton, indigo and sugar. For the 12.5 million people in Africa 
who were taken into the trade, it begat a story of unfathomable suffering.  
 
Supplying the Slave Trade will tell the of this transformation. Although the transatlantic slave trade 
resulted in the demographic movement of millions of people, slave-trading happened piecemeal on the 
African coast, with Europeans exchanging small bundles of goods for small numbers of enslaved people 
in a series of repeated transactions. For Europeans, the key to carrying out this type of assortment 
bargaining was getting the trade goods right. In order to do so, European slave-ship outfitters had to 
understand the tastes and preferences of their African trading partners, which varied over time and 
across space, between different locations on the coast. Ultimately, Supplying the Slave Trade shows that 
African consumer demand shaped the contours of the transatlantic slave trade, both on the African 
coast and deep within the European interior. 
 
Supplying the Slave Trade asks both specific questions about the workings of the transatlantic slave 
trade and broad questions about communication, information flows and commercial organization in the 
early modern world. It asks how Europeans generated economic knowledge of tastes and preferences 
on the African coast, relayed that information back to Europe, worked with international suppliers to 
acquire the right trade goods, and then strategically deployed those goods in the African Atlantic. 
Although all slave traders faced the same challenge, the commercial form and structure of the slave 
trade shifted over the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as state-sponsored monopolies gave way 
to private traders. As the form of commercial organization changed, so too did the ways in which slavers 
responded to the problem of supplying their African trading partners with the goods they desired.  
While focused on the British and the French, Supplying the Slave Trade will also occasionally draw in 
supporting evidence from the Dutch, Danish, Portuguese and colonial North American cases.   
 
Anne Ruderman is an assistant professor in the Department of Economic History at the London School 
of Economics. Prior to joining the LSE, she held a Prize Fellowship in Economics, History and Politics at 
Harvard University (2016-18). 
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Early Warning 

 
 

South of Slavery: Mexico, Runaways, And The Road To The U.S. Civil 
War 
Alice Baumgartner 
 

• World English to Basic Books 

• Length: 1115,000 Words 

• Proposal Available 
 

“This reorders the way we should think and teach about the slavery expansion crisis in the middle of 
the nineteenth century. Indeed, it reorders how to think about the huge question of the coming of 
the American Civil War. Not many books these days can make that claim; this one can.” 

--David Blight, author of Frederick Douglass: Prophet of Freedom 
 

No one knew how the two sailors had escaped—whether they had risked swimming from the Metacomet, 
anchored in the deep water off the port of Veracruz, Mexico, or whether someone had rowed them to 
shore under cover of darkness. It was the summer of 1857, and the Metacomet was due back in its home 
port of New Orleans. Although it had become routine for Mexican authorities to arrest seamen who 
skipped out on their contracts, George and James Frisby were no ordinary deserters: they were black 
slaves, hired out by their owner in Louisiana. The shipmaster of the Metacomet, when asking for 
assistance from the Commander of the Port of Veracruz, was careful not to mention that the two missing 
sailors were black slaves. Under Mexico’s constitution, the slaves of other countries were free from the 
moment they set foot on Mexican soil.  
 
How did Mexico become an antislavery force to be reckoned with? Why did ordinary Mexicans defend 
fugitive slaves? In what ways did Mexico’s antislavery policies undermine slavery in the United States? 
Finally, why has this history been forgotten?  
 
When the police finally came upon one of the sailors in “a house of the city,” he must have relished the 
irony of proving his liberty by producing evidence of his enslaved status. Because Mexican law freed all 
slaves who set foot on its soil, the Commander of the Port of Veracruz refused to arrest him, even when 
the U.S. ambassador to Mexico protested that the incident would undermine the “increasing and 
beneficent commerce” between Mexico and the U.S. South. The freedom that Mexico promised would 
upset much more than commercial relations. It would threaten slavery not just in the nearby states of 
Texas and Louisiana, but at the very heart of the Union.  
 
This is the story of enslaved people like George and James Frisby, the law by which they claimed their 
freedom in Mexico, and the crisis that they provoked in the antebellum United States.  
 
Alice Baumgartner received her Ph.D. in history from Yale University, where her dissertation won the John 
Addison Porter Prize for “the best work of scholarship in any field” and the Frederick W. Beinecke Prize 
for an “outstanding doctoral dissertation in Western American history.” She is a postdoctoral fellow at 
the Harvard University’s Mahindra Humanities Center, and will join the history faculty at the University of 
Southern California in the fall of 2019.  
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Early Warning 
 
Breaking the World News 

Nancy F. Cott 
 

• World English Sold to Basic Books 

• Length: 110,000 Words plus endnotes 

• Proposal Available, Manuscript Available Fall 2019 
  
You could cross the Atlantic in six days on a fast boat in the early 1920s, and the trip was cheap if 
comfort didn't matter.  John Gunther and Dorothy Thompson and James Vincent Sheean were in their 
twenties then when each of them embarked from New York for Europe. So was Rayna Raphaelson when 
she crossed the Pacific from San Francisco to China. Each went off without firm plans, impulsively and 
alone. Yet in that tumultuous international era between the two world wars, when print media ruled the 
news, these adept and venturesome young Americans turned themselves into global information 
couriers. They shaped public opinion, alerted Americans to political urgencies around the world, and 
redefined their own lives in the process. 
 
Set in the tumultuous era between the two world wars, noted women's historian Nancy Cott follows the 
four adventuresome young journalists who left home, with no plans, in the early 1920s and   
quickly  turned themselves into astute global observers. 
 
Dorothy Thompson, John Gunther, Vincent Sheean and Rayna Raphaelson Prohme became   
the  international journalists who alerted their readers to faraway political urgencies. At a time when 
print media reigned supreme, their reportage and commentary served as searchlights sweeping across 
shadowy foreign politics.  Their cosmopolitan intentions and peripatetic lives countered the 
provincialism that dominated the American heartland in the 1920s. Adopting the power of the press as 
their own, they confronted the big public and private challenges of that era of global upheaval— 
democracy versus communism and fascism, global responsibilities versus isolationism, press objectivity 
versus cant and propaganda, and  sexual freedom versus traditional morality.    
   
The global realignments taking place during the decades between the world wars provides the backdrop 
for the gripping personal stories of Thompson, Gunther, Sheean and Raphaelson, whose personal lives 
unfolded dramatically in tandem with the world-historical episodes and figures they wrote about. Their 
interconnected narratives compose a collective biography of international venturing and self-invention. 
Making The World News invites readers to join them on their journeys into an era of international 
instability and press transformation that seems eerily to be repeating itself again.   
   
 Nancy F. Cott is the Jonathan Trumbull Professor of American History at Harvard. Her books include The 
Bonds of Womanhood: "Woman's Sphere" in New England, 1780-1835 (1977), The Grounding of Modern 
Feminism (1987), and Public Vows: A History of Marriage and the Nation (2000).  
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Early Warning 
This Is All Your Fault 
Aminah Mae Safi 
 

• World English Sold to Macmillan/ Feiwel & Friends 

• Young Adult Contemporary Fiction 

• Length: 80,000 words 

• Proposal Available Now, Manuscript Available Summer 2019 

• Publication: June 2020 
 

A modern update of the ‘90s cult classic movie Empire Records, THIS IS ALL YOUR FAULT takes 

place on the first day of summer as three teens— a booktuber, an aspiring poet, and a girl 

living through her Britney moment— set out to save their dying local bookstore. 

 
Imogen Azar screeched to a halt. 
Her back tired skidded in protest, but the rest of her scooter stayed upright. 

She had misjudged the distance to the curb by a good five feet. So she'd had to pull 
up on the breaks hard in order to not accidentally crash through the window of the 
bookstore where she worked. 

Typical. Just typical. 
Imogen swung her leg over the moped. It wasn't even a real bike. Just a dinky 

old kawasaki that got the job done. Got her from Point A to Point B. Though, in the 
summer, it got her to Point B with considerably more sweat on her body than she 
would have wanted. 

She could feel the sweat already trickling down her armpits. But Imogen 
wore a leather jacket, weather be damned. Because no matter how reckless she was 
feeling, road rash was on her list of hard no’s for the entire rest of her life. She’d only 
gotten it once while she was learning and that was one time too many. 

Imogen didn't bother taking her helmet off. She grabbed her bag out of the 
stash compartment in the scooter, then headed into work. She slammed the door 
behind her and saw that Little Miss Perfect, the self-appointed Coolest Girl on the 
Planet, and that soft, intellectual Art Boy were all already there. All three of them 
were staring at her. 

 
Aminah Mae Safi is a Muslim-American writer who explores art, fiction, feminism, and film. 
She's the winner of the We Need Diverse Books short story contest. She lives in Los Angeles, 
California, with her partner and two cats. She is the author of NOT THE GIRLS YOU'RE LOOKING 
FOR (Feiwel and Friends) and the forthcoming and TELL ME HOW YOU REALLY FEEL (Feiwel and 
Friends, June 2019). https://www.instagram.com/aminahmae/  

 
  

https://www.instagram.com/aminahmae/
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Young Castro: The Making of a Revolutionary 
Jonathan M. Hansen 
 

• World English to Simon & Schuster 

• Length: 512 Pages 

• Manuscript available 

• Publication: June 18, 2019 
 

An intimate, revisionist portrait of the early years of Fidel Castro, showing how an unlikely young 

Cuban led his country in revolution and transfixed the world. 

   

This book will change what you think you know about Fidel Castro. The first American historian in a 

generation to gain access to the Castro archives in Havana, as well as interviews with those who knew 

him best, Jonathan Hansen challenges readers to put aside the caricature of Fidel Castro as a bearded, 

bombastic, anti-American hot-head. In its place, he provides a nuanced and penetrating portrait of a 

liberal nationalist inspired by the dream of a free and independent Cuba and sympathetic to FDR’s New 

Deal. A man who, having grown up on an island that felt like a colonial cage, was compelled to lead his 

country to independence. 

 
“Hansen shows us how history and circumstances shaped the young Fidel Castro, revealing an 
opportunistic and evolving revolutionary long before Castro hardened into a polarizing ideological 
symbol. Cuba’s revolution erupted in an era of global ideological ferment, and could have gone in any 
number of directions. Castro’s path to authoritarian communism was not foreordained; Castro’s 
personal history and choices, as well as American missteps, drove Cuban history in a tale that bears 
implications for us today. Free from smug hindsight, Young Castro takes us back to a time when 
independent revolutionaries imagined they would not have to choose sides between the United States 
of America and the Soviet Union.” – Thanassis Cambanis, author of Once Upon a Revolution 
 
 
“This is not just another account of Castro’s well-reported life but a new, sometimes startling 
perspective that challenges some of my own long-held views.” 
—Ambassador Jeffrey DeLaurentis (ret.), Chargé d’affaires ad interim, U.S. Embassy, Havana, 
 
 
Jonathan M. Hansen is a senior lecturer at Harvard University and the author of Guantánamo: An 
American History and The Lost Promise of Patriotism: Debating American Identity, 1890-1920. His writing 
has been published in The New York Times, The Huffington Post, and The Guardian, among other places. 
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A Season on the Wind: Inside the World of Spring Migration 
Kenn Kaufman 
 

• World English to Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 

• Length: 288 Pages 

• Manuscript available 

• Publication: April 2, 2019 
 

 

A close look at one season in one key site that reveals the amazing science and magic of 

spring bird migration, and the perils of human encroachment. 

  

Every spring, billions of birds sweep north, driven by ancient instincts to return to their 

breeding grounds. This vast parade often goes unnoticed, except in a few places where these 

small travelers concentrate in large numbers. One such place is along Lake Erie in northwestern 

Ohio. There, the peak of spring migration is so spectacular that it attracts bird watchers from 

around the globe, culminating in one of the world’s biggest birding festivals.  

   

Millions of winged migrants pass through the region, some traveling thousands of miles, 

performing epic feats of endurance and navigating with stunning accuracy. Now climate change 

threatens to disrupt patterns of migration and the delicate balance between birds, seasons, and 

habitats. But wind farms—popular as green energy sources—can be disastrous for birds if built 

in the wrong places. This is a fascinating and urgent study of the complex issues that affect bird 

migration. 

 

Kenn Kaufman is the originator of the Kaufman Field Guide series, is one of the world's 

foremost naturalists. He lives in Oak Harbor, Ohio. 
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Everybody's Doin' It: Sex, Music, and Dance in New York, 1840-1917 
Dale Cockrell 
 

• World English to Norton 

• Length: 384 Pages 

• Manuscript available 

• Publication: August 13, 2019 
 
 

An eye-opening narrative of the rise of popular music in the brothels, dance halls, and dives 

of New York City. 

 

Everybody’s Doin’ It follows the birth of popular music, including ragtime and jazz, to the 

convivial meeting places for sex, drink, music, and dance. Whether a single piano player or 

small band, live music was a nightly feature in New York’s spirited basement bars, dance halls, 

and concert saloons. There men and women, often black and white, mingled freely—to the 

horror of the elite. This rollicking demimonde drove innovative new music and dance styles. 

Irving Berlin with his hit “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” and the Original Dixieland Jazz Band make 

appearances, but so do Stephen Foster and Charles Dickens. 

 

To re-create this underground world, musicologist Dale Cockrell mines tabloids, court records, 

exposés, journals, and reports of undercover detectives working for private social- reform 

organizations. Everybody’s Doin’ It illuminates the how, why, and where of America’s popular 

music and its buoyant journey from Five Points uptown to Tin Pan Alley. 

 

Dale Cockrell is professor emeritus of musicology at Vanderbilt University and a research 

associate of the University of the Free State (South Africa). His Demons of Disorder won the C. 

Hugh Holman Award. He lives in Vermont and New York City. 
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Love Unknown: The Life and Worlds of Elisabeth Bishop 
Thomas Travisano 
 

• World English to Viking 

• Length: 125,000 Words 

• Manuscript available 

• Publication November 2019 
 

An illuminating new biography of one of the greatest American poets of the twentieth 

century, Elizabeth Bishop 

 

Elizabeth Bishop’s friend James Merrill once observed that “Elizabeth had more talent for life—

and for poetry—than anyone else I’ve known.” This new biography reveals just how she learned 

to marry her talent for life with her talent for writing in order to create a brilliant array of 

poems, prose, and letters—a remarkable body of work that would make her one of America’s 

most beloved and celebrated poets. In Love Unknown, Thomas Travisano, founding president of 

the Elizabeth Bishop Society, tells the story of the famous poet and traveler’s life.  

 

Bishop moved through extraordinary mid-twentieth century worlds with relationships among 

an extensive international array of literati, visual artists, musicians, scholars, and politicians—

along with a cosmopolitan gay underground that was then nearly invisible to the dominant 

culture. Drawing on fresh interviews and newly discovered manuscript materials, Travisano 

illuminates that the “art of losing” that Bishop celebrated with such poignant irony in her poem, 

“One Art,” perhaps her most famous, was linked in equal part to an “art of finding,” that 

Bishop’s art and life was devoted to the sort of encounters and epiphanies that so often appear 

in her work. 

 

Thomas Travisano is Professor of English at Hartwick College, author of many articles about 

Elizabeth Bishop and editor of the Elizabeth Bishop-Robert Lowell letters published by FSG. 
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The Field of Blood: Congressional Violence and the Road to Civil War 

Joanne B. Freeman 
 

• World English Sold to Farrar, Straus and Giroux 

• Pages Available  

• Length: 464 pages 

• Publication: September 2018 
 
 
The New York Times: 100 Notable books list * NPR's 2018 Great Reads * Smithsonian 
Magazine: Top Ten History Books * Mother Jones:  Our Favorite Nonfiction Books of 2018 * Bloomberg: My 
Favorite Nonfiction Books of 2018 (Stephen L. Carter) 

 

“A superb, serious, authoritative, lively, occasionally amusing work of scholarly bravura . . . Freeman’s 
research is prodigious, her scholarship unimpeachable. By shifting her gaze from the conventionally cited 
causes of the Civil War, she has deepened our understanding of its coming. ” —James M. Banner, Jr., The 
Weekly Standard  
 
"Fascinating . . . [Field of Blood] demonstrates the historic truth of an observation by black activist H. Rap 
Brown in the 1960s: ‘Violence is a part of America’s culture; it is as American as cherrypie.’ . . . [Joanne B.] 
Freeman’s book goes far toward explaining why there was a Civil War." —H.W. Brands, The Wall Street 
Journal 

The previously untold story of the violence in Congress that helped spark the Civil War 

In The Field of Blood, Joanne B. Freeman recovers the long-lost story of rampant physical violence on the 
floor of the U.S. Congress. Drawing on an extraordinary range of sources, she shows that the Capitol was rife 
with conflict in the decades before the Civil War. Legislative sessions were often punctuated by mortal 
threats, canings, flipped desks, and all-out slugfests. When debate broke down, congressmen drew pistols 
and waved Bowie knives. One representative even killed another in a duel. Many were beaten and bullied in 
an attempt to intimidate them into compliance, particularly on the issue of slavery. 

These fights didn’t happen in a vacuum. Freeman’s dramatic accounts of brawls and thrashings tell a larger 
story of how fisticuffs and journalism, and the powerful emotions they elicited, raised tensions between 
North and South and led toward war. In the process, she brings the antebellum Congress to life, revealing its 
rough realities—the feel, sense, and sound of it—as well as its nation-shaping import. Funny, tragic, and 
rivetingly told, The Field of Blood offers a front-row view of congressional mayhem, and sheds new light on 
the careers of John Quincy Adams, Henry Clay, and other luminaries, as well as introducing a host of lesser-
known but no less fascinating men. The result is a fresh understanding of the workings of American 
democracy and the bonds of Union on the eve of their greatest peril. 

 Joanne B. Freeman, a professor of history and American studies at Yale University, is a leading authority on 
early national politics and political culture. The author of the award-winning Affairs of Honor: National 
Politics in the New Republic and editor of The Essential Hamilton and Alexander Hamilton: Writings, she is a 
cohost of the popular history podcast BackStory. 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/11/19/books/review/100-notable-books.html
https://apps.npr.org/best-books-2018/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/best-history-books-2018-180970864/
https://www.motherjones.com/media/2018/12/best-nonfiction-books-2018/
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2018-12-20/my-15-favorite-nonfiction-books-of-2018
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2018-12-20/my-15-favorite-nonfiction-books-of-2018
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Carnival of Losses: Notes Nearing Ninety 
 

Donald Hall 
 

• World English Sold to Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 

• Memoir, Essays 

• Pages Available  

• Length: 224 Pages  
• Publication: July 2018  

 
NPR's 2018 Great Reads 
 
From the former Poet Laureate of the United States, essays from the vantage point of very old age. 
  

“Hall lived long enough to leave behind two final books, memento mori titled ‘Essays After 
Eighty’ (2014) and now ‘A Carnival of Losses: Notes Nearing Ninety.’ They’re up there with the 
best things he did.” —Dwight Garner, New York Times 
 
"Donald Hall writes about love and loss and art and home in a manner so essential and direct it’s 
as if he’s put the full force of his life on the page. There are very few perfect books and A 
Carnival of Losses is one of them.”—Ann Patchett 
 
"It’s odd that a book whose subject is loss could be so uplifting. And yet it is. Hall may be telling 
us what it’s like to fall apart, but he does it so calmly, and with such wit and exactitude, that you 
can’t help but shake your head in wonder." — Washington Post 

“It's a beauty, brimming with stories, confessions and faded snapshots in time in which he 
muses about life, settles a few scores and brags a little about his accomplishments . . . It’s odd 
that a book whose subject is loss could be so uplifting. And yet it is. Hall may be telling us what 
it’s like to fall apart, but he does it so calmly, and with such wit and exactitude, that you can’t 
help but shake your head in wonder.” —Ann Levin, Associated Press  

 “It’s a heartbreaking beauty of a book.” —Bookish  

“Hall’s ruminative and detailed reflections on life make this a fantastic follow-up to his Essays 
After Eighty.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review  
 
 

DONALD HALL, served as poet laureate of the United States from 2006 to 2007. He was a member of the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters and a recipient of the National Medal of the Arts, awarded by the 
president.  
 
Territories sold for Hall’s ESSAYS AFTER EIGHTY: Spanish rights sold to Valparaíso Publishing House by 
The Foreign Office. Korean rights to East-Asia Publishing Company by Duran Kim.  
  

https://apps.npr.org/best-books-2018/
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Rampage: MacArthur, Yamashita, and the Battle of Manila 

James M. Scott, Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize 
 

• World English Sold to Norton 

• Pages Available  

• Length: 640 Pages 

• Publication October 2018 
 

Amazon: Best History Books of 2018 *  Kirkus Reviews Best Nonfiction of 2018 

 “Told with rich layers of perspective and cinematic immediacy that transports the 
reader to the streets of Manila, this is a gut-wrenching and rewarding reading 
experience.” — Publishers Weekly (starred review)  
 
“Painful but necessary reading for students of World War II.” —Kirkus (starred review) 
 
“[A] riveting, often shocking, and defining account of the Battle of Manila.” — Booklist 
 

The definitive history of one of the most brutal campaigns of the war in the Pacific. 

 

By early 1945, the war against Japan was at its height and General Douglas MacArthur began to 
fulfill his vow of liberating the Philippines. He was already planning his own victory parade 
down Dewey Boulevard in Manila, a city he loved dearly. But the Japanese had other plans. 
While their command had agreed to abandon Manila after the fall of Leyte, a rogue Japanese 
admiral instructed his troops to fight to the death. 

The result was the catastrophic destruction of the city, and a rampage that terrorized the 
civilian population. Landmarks were demolished, houses were torched, suspected resistance 
fighters were tortured and killed, countless women were raped, and their husbands and 
children were murdered. An estimated 100,000 civilians lost their lives in a massacre as heinous 
as the “Rape of Nanking.” 

Based on extensive research, war-crimes testimony, after-action reports, and survivor 
interviews, Rampage recounts one of the most heartbreaking chapters of Pacific war history 
 
James M. Scott is the author of  Target Tokyo, a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize, The War Below, 
and The Attack on the Liberty. He lives in Charleston, South Carolina. 
 
 Territories sold for Target Tokyo: Jimmy Doolittle and the Raid that Avenged Pearl Harbor 
Simplified Chinese to Changsha Senxin Culture 

https://lithub.com/lit-hubs-favorite-books-of-2018/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.kirkusreviews.com%2Fissue%2Fbest-of-2018%2Fsection%2Fnonfiction%2F%3Fpage%3D2%26fbclid%3DIwAR0GnHn5TbZngp66ui2dAs797shtZXqx665M_ldsAl7UtuvtkfIzoMQf7Pw&h=AT3cF0K8i2uT-blOPjwOmNf4PibFKit_6vjMLSXnfqoFZ5QUlCDz6FJnMmOoqYtAikIs2dXM8gdp8S_ynbfyBWKuDvqb9e5Gd05KB69A7B-RJfCUDa960N5jFtDOFQNelE3xYL6QcH3i1FiskOCcgHZa_ujriCi1QynGWzGA1cfDg2yR3OW02gIlrt_18lFdYcRH-CvXp-TRUOdX8F4ChCvDYyuh3r_Y24smvptZU5E9GXm6Hl3HCs3_-caAq9Mnjx8DeP2l0UQuIlxNDmVf07dhSEwxL2fsU07RMKZD4BHCgeqEH56mn3FqC1Ep6wbIgwaQL0BmUU_JtRE67X-I19oetH3xFTMbx5Q9ETbFMYBX63I90ueIcJGJo8Apu9APHyiLPNSZparJhPb11h6JNyiLKtS7C3k7pWZgKH6xbxchCKaIoPsUVGulLoSob1rMrDg763JUUtKDjCZEL0R_N2ejFEMKvZAg9_q8T-l2rqqAwd4Q8Hdff5zwhTJr4ZgtKNUgZbN5eZcUw6rmTJqOT5yEUeDEdagCqmeo6xPhSr132q_rlCavkrHqSYscAsrmv1ZTQkuCpwGBO5IFRJKoL9koAfKhAcVq5Zx9qHUj9Eoa9tbtsEWSsLkzjwgHcA5EuBV-Cw
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Responsible Parties: Saving Democracy from Itself 
 

Frances McCall Rosenbluth and Ian Shapiro 
 

• World English Sold to Yale University Press 

• Pages Available  

• Length: 288 Pages 

• Publication: October 2018 

• Rights sold: Korean rights to Humanitas. All other territories available. 
 

How popular democracy has paradoxically eroded trust in political systems worldwide, and how to 
restore confidence in democratic politics. 

 
In recent decades, democracies across the world have adopted measures to increase popular 
involvement in political decisions. Parties have turned to primaries and local caucuses to select 
candidates; ballot initiatives and referenda allow citizens to enact laws directly; many places 
now use proportional representation, encouraging smaller, more specific parties rather than 
two dominant ones. Yet voters keep getting angrier. There is a steady erosion of trust in 
politicians, parties, and democratic institutions, culminating most recently in major populist 
victories in the United States, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere. 
 
Frances Rosenbluth and Ian Shapiro argue that devolving power to the grass roots is part of the 
problem. Efforts to decentralize political decision-making have made governments and 
especially political parties less effective and less able to address constituents’ long-term 
interests. They argue that to restore confidence in governance, we must restructure our 
political systems to restore power to the core institution of representative democracy: the 
political party. 
 
Responsible Parties has individual chapters about Britain, France and Germany, a chapter 
dealing with New Zealand, Italy, Japan, and Mexico, and comparative chapters about Latin 
America and Eastern Europe.  
 
Frances McCall Rosenbluth is the Damon Wells Professor of Political Science at Yale 
University. Ian Shapiro is Sterling Professor of Political Science and Director of the MacMillan 
Center at Yale University. Both are fellows of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 
 

Territories sold for Ian Shapiro’s  Real World of Democratic Theory (Princeton University 
Press 2011): Czech to Karolinum Publishing House; Spanish to Marcial Pons, Chinese Simplified 
to Tianjin People’s Publishing House. 
 
Territories sold for Frances Rosenbluth & John Ferejohn’s Forged Through Fire: War, Peace, and 
the Democratic Bargain (Liveright, 2016):  Simplified Chinese to Ginkgo. 

https://shapiro.macmillan.yale.edu/publications/books/real-world-democratic-theory
http://pup.princeton.edu/
http://pup.princeton.edu/
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After Emily: Two Remarkable Women and the Legacy of 
America's Greatest Poet 

Julie Dobrow 
 

• World English Sold to Norton 

• Pages Available 

• Length: 384 pages 

• Publication: October 2018 
 

 A semi-finalist for a 2019 PEN/Bograd Weld Award for Biography *  Finalist for the Plutarch 
Award from the Biographers International Organization * Winner 2019 “Conch Shell Award” 
from the Amherst Historical Society 
 
The untold story of the mother and daughter who opened the door to Emily Dickinson’s poetry. 
 
“[Dobrow] recount[s], with sympathy and nuance, Todd's near obsession with editing Dickinson... [A] 
fresh, remarkable account.” — Kirkus (starred review) 
 
“Dobrow authoritatively traces the tortuous editorial and publication process that first brought 
Dickinson's work to public attention, and sensitively explores her subjects' interior lives... Impeccably 
researched...Dobrow's narrative gives a fascinating glimpse into the lives of two tireless advocates for 
Dickinson's work.” — Publishers Weekly 
 
Despite Emily Dickinson’s world renown, the story of the two women most responsible for her initial 
posthumous publication—Mabel Loomis Todd and her daughter, Millicent Todd Bingham—has 
remained in the shadows of the archives. A rich and compelling portrait of women who refused to be 
confined by the social mores of their era, After Emily explores Mabel and Millicent’s complex bond, as 
well as the powerful literary legacy they shared. Mabel’s tangled relationships with the Dickinsons—
including a thirteen-year extramarital relationship with Emily’s brother, Austin—roiled the small town of 
Amherst, Massachusetts. After Emily’s death, Mabel’s connection to the family and reputation as an 
intelligent, artistic, and industrious woman in her own right led her to the enormous trove of poems 
Emily left behind. So began the herculean task of transcribing, editing, and promoting Emily’s work, a 
task that would consume and complicate the lives of both Mabel and her daughter. As the popularity of 
the poems grew, legal issues arose between the Dickinson and Todd families, dredging up their scandals: 
the affair, the ownership of Emily’s poetry, and the right to define the so-called "Belle of Amherst." 
 
Utilizing hundreds of overlooked letters and diaries to weave together the stories of three unstoppable 
women, Julie Dobrow explores the intrigue of Emily Dickinson’s literary beginnings. After Emily sheds 
light on the importance of the earliest editions of Emily’s work—including the controversial editorial 
decisions made to introduce her singular genius to the world—and reveals the surprising impact Mabel 
and Millicent had on the poet we know today. 
 

http://biographersinternational.org/topic/plutarch-award/
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Julie Dobrow is a professor and director of the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies at Tufts University. 
Her writing has appeared in publications such as the Boston Globe Magazine and the Huffington Post. 
She lives outside of Boston. 

Adults in the Room: My Battle With Europe’s Deep Establishment 
 

Yanis Varoufakis  
 

• North American English to FSG, Other territories listed  

• Rights Sold for Adults in the Room:  

• German rights to Kunstmann 

• French to Les Liens qui Libèrent 

• Spanish to Planeta 

• Greek to Patakis 

• Italian to La Nave di Tese, 

• Portuguese (Brazil) to Autonomia Literária 

• Dutch to De Geus 

• Polish to Krytyka Polityczna 

• Croatian to Sandorf 

• Portugal & Portuguese-speaking African Countries to 
Marcador 

• Slovenian to Mladinska Knjiga 

• Slovak to Vydavatelstvo Absynt 

• Hungarian to Napvilág Kiadó 

• Russian to AST Publishers 

• Japan to Akashi Shoten 

• UK to Bodley Head     

• Length: 200,000 Words 

• Manuscript available 

• Publication: May 2017  
 

A Number One Sunday Times Bestseller (UK) 
 
What happens when you take on the establishment? In Adults in the Room, the renowned 
economist and former finance minister of Greece Yanis Varoufakis gives the full, blistering 
account of his momentous clash with the mightiest economic and political forces on earth. 
 
After being swept into power with the left-wing Syriza party, Varoufakis attempts to 
renegotiate Greece’s relationship with the EU—and sparks a spectacular battle with global 
implications. Varoufakis’s new position sends him ricocheting between mass demonstrations in 
Athens, closed-door negotiations in drab EU and IMF offices, and furtive meetings with power 
brokers in Washington, D.C. He consults and quarrels with Barack Obama, Emmanuel Macron, 
Christine Lagarde, the economists Larry Summers and Jeffrey Sachs, and others, as he struggles 
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to resolve Greece’s debt crisis without resorting to punishing austerity measures. But despite 
the mass support of the Greek people and the simple logic of Varoufakis’s arguments, he 
succeeds only in provoking the fury of Europe’s elite.  
 
Varoufakis’s unvarnished memoir is an urgent warning that the economic policies once 
embraced by the EU and the White House have failed—and spawned authoritarianism, populist 
revolt, and instability throughout the Western world.. 
Adults in the Room is an extraordinary tale of brinkmanship, hypocrisy, collusion, and betrayal 
that will shake the global establishment to its foundations. 
 

"Varoufakis has written one of the greatest political memoirs of all time . . . it is the inside story 
of high politics told by an outsider . . . Varoufakis gives one of the most accurate and detailed 
descriptions of modern power ever written." —Paul Mason, The Guardian 

"A stylish memoir . . . deeply personal and very well written, with an impressive array of literary 
allusions . . . [Varoufakis] outlines a cogent case against the austerity heaped on Greece." —
Kevin Featherstone, Financial Times 

"Riveting . . . An extraordinary account of low cunning at the heart of Greece's 2015 financial 
bailout . . . [Varoufakis is] a motorcycling, leather jacketed former academic and self-styled rebel 
who took pleasure in winding up the besuited political class . . . An admirably believable 
depiction of a Greek and European tragedy." —John Kampfner, The Guardian 

"Adults in the Room is a book that anyone interested in modern European politics should read. 
To say it is the best memoir of the Eurozone crisis is an understatement. It is a devastating 
indictment of [the] current state of Europe and a fascinating inside account of the logic of 
reformist politics and its limits and why it keeps going anyway . . . Varoufakis's account of the 
operations of EU 'decision-making' is truly shocking. He delivers a truly shocking anatomy of an 
apparatus bent on perpetuating its own bad logic and excluding alternatives." —Adam Tooze, 
Shelby Cullom Davis Chair of History and Director of the European Institute at Columbia 
University, and author of The Deluge 

 

Varoufakis’ Vintage Mini,  AUSTERITY,  a 130 page collection of extracts from AND 
THE WEAK SUFFER WHAT THEY MUST? and ADULTS IN THE ROOM publishes in the UK on 
April 5th, 2018. 
 
Yanis Varoufakis is the former finance minister of Greece. A professor of 
Economic Theory at the University of Athens and a visiting professor at the 
Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs at the University of Texas at Austin, he 
is the author of  the forthcoming AND THE WEAK SUFFER WHAT THEY MUST?: Europe's Crisis 
and America's Economic Future, which will be published in the US by Nation Books in April 
2015.  
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AND THE WEAK SUFFER WHAT THEY MUST? UK to Bodley Head (Will Hammond editing). Translations: 
German rights to Kunstmann, French to Les Liens qui Libèrent, Greek to Patakis, Portugal & Portuguese-
speaking African Countries to Marcador. Spanish to Planeta. Dutch to De Geus. Serbian to Leguna. 
Croatian to Sandorf. Polish to Krytyka Polityczna. Portuguese (Brazil) to Autonomia Literária. Norwegian 
to SolumBokvennen. Italian to La Nave di Teseo. Bosnian to  TKD Šahinpašić. Japanese to P-Vine. 

Introduction to The Communist Manifesto  

Yanis Varoufakis  
 

• North American  to Vintage Classics (2019) 

• UK to Vintage Classics (April 2018) 

• Manuscript Available  
 

“For a manifesto to succeed, it must speak to our hearts like a poem while infecting the mind with 
images and ideas that are dazzlingly new. It needs to open our eyes to the true causes of the 
bewildering, disturbing, exciting changes occurring around us, exposing the possibilities our current 
reality is pregnant with. It should make us feel hopelessly inadequate for not having recognized 
these truths ourselves, and it must lift the curtain on the unsettling realization that we have been 
acting as petty accomplices, reproducing a dead end past. Lastly, it needs to have the power of a 
Beethoven symphony, urging us to become agents f a future that ends unnecessary mass suffering 
and inspire humanity to realize its potential for authentic freedom. 
 
No manifesto has better succeeded in doing all this than the one published in February 1848 at 46 
Liverpool Street, London. Commissioned by English revolutionaries, The Communist Manifesto (or 
the Manifesto of the Communist Party, as it was first published) was authored by two young 
Germans – Karl Marx, a twenty-nine-year-old philosopher with a taste for epicurean hedonism and 
Hegelian rationality, and Friedrich Engels, a twenty-eight-year-old heir to a Manchester mill.  … 
 
… The Manifesto is one of those emotive texts that speak to each of us differently at different times, 
reflecting our own circumstances. Some years ago, I called myself an erratic, libertarian Marxist and 
I was roundly disparaged by non-Marxists and Marxists alike.  Soon after, I found myself thrust into a 
political position of some prominence, during a period of intense conflict between the then Greek 
government and some of capitalism’s most powerful agents. Rereading the Manifesto for the 
purposes of writing this introduction has been a little like inviting the ghosts of Marx and Engels to 
yell a mixture of censure and support in my ear.” 

 

Yanis Varoufakis is the former finance minister of Greece and the author of several 
international bestselling books. And the Weak Suffer What They Must?: Europe, Austerity and 
the Threat to Global Stability reveals the underlying problems that led to the Eurozone crisis 
and its ongoing catastrophic mishandling. Adults In the Room: My Battle with Europe's Deep 
Establishment is an explosive memoir that reveals what goes on behind the scenes in Europe's 
corridors of power. Talking To My Daughter About the Economy: A Brief History of 
Capitalism (forthcoming) explains through vivid stories and easily graspable concepts what 
economics actually is and why it is so dangerous in the form of a letter to his teenage daughter. 
Born in Athens in 1961, Yanis Varoufakis was for many years a professor of economics in 
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Britain, Australia and the USA before he entered government and is currently Professor of 
Economics at the University of Athens. Since resigning from Greece's finance ministry he has co-
founded an international grassroots movement, DiEM25, campaigning for the revival of 
democracy in Europe and speaks to audiences of thousands worldwide.  
 

The Pope Who Would Be King: The Exile of Pius IX and The 
Emergence of Modern Europe   

 

David Kertzer Winner of the 2015 Pulitzer Prize for Biography 
 

• World English sold to Random House 

• UK English to Oxford University Press,  Italian to Garzanti, Simplifed Chinese 
to Social Sciences Academic Press 

•  All other territories available.  

• Manuscript Available 

• Publication: April 24th, 2018 

• Book one of a two-book deal 

The Seattle Times: Favorite Nonfiction from 2018 * Christian Science Monitor: Best 2018 Nonfiction 

“Tense . . . probing . . . Diverse personalities, regimes, and philosophies come into focus as formative influences on 
the unpredictable evolution of church, city, nation, and continent. Essential reading.”—Booklist (starred review) 

“The modern world was forged in a series of revolutions stretching from Philadelphia in 1776 to Paris in 1789 to 
the cascading cataclysms in Europe in 1848. In this original—and even thrilling—book, David Kertzer gives us a 
brilliant and surprising portrait of the role of Pius IX in the making of a new democratic reality in the West. 
Engaging, intelligent, and revealing, The Pope Who Would Be King is essential reading for those seeking to 
understand the perennial human forces that shape both power and faith.”—Jon Meacham, author of Thomas 
Jefferson: The Art of Power 
 
“In this riveting tour de force, David Kertzer shows how and why Pope Pius IX turned Roman Catholicism into the 
nemesis of modernity, with drastic consequences not only for the church but for the West—consequences felt to 
this day, when religion and politics form a lethal brew. Elegant writing, the pace of a novel, scrupulous 
scholarship—these hallmarks of Kertzer’s body of work are all in evidence here, wonderfully so.”—James Carroll, 
author of The Cloister 

 
The Pulitzer-winning author of The Pope and Mussolini, takes on a central, untold story of the 
Papacy, the revolution that stripped the Pope of political power and signaled the birth of 
modern Europe. In The Pope Who Would Be King, David Kertzer tells the 
story of the revolution that spelled the end of the papacy as an earthly rule 
and the birth of modern Europe. 
 
Territories sold for The Pope and Mussolini:  
 

• UK: Oxford University Press 

https://www.facebook.com/seattletimes/?__tn__=K-R-R&eid=ARCY_xcZg9vbbAdjLDqoQZ469zIZm24yEaBa8HhxFqBM2GnB7KNSSWpQcs_OmbTrDgyNeqXcDcxgWsRg&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARD6FKBePtwjKNXcYkfKtgCh6q0vcWO7uB2KWqG3NiaOY6-HHOsaSaua7Ht12BuCJI_m4RVLA812MGjDRaF9wDfT7M44B7cL-mBNZT_knCJWe0QpN_k2albhX28q4I3QG3DEbSG3ouvB7vc23eUhpJ9IFSKimUTSB00Phr3J8UnICNRcD_4n1cMVLN6-ip0YtEhD9t3Cs5AyOCQZSeGPjaL1CehbKc3dVUgDsYTdBJRKxQiGNA27V_Tf17aWE_Vw_JqgP7c5KZpU8pUNWQ6cLCX5jDD_NX6Eg8FJu3-2RJNfgj8e--R4Cy8qR-mM_V3n0Rz6
https://www.csmonitor.com/Books/2018/1207/Monitor-staff-picks-the-best-2018-nonfiction-titles?cmpid=shared-email&fbclid=IwAR1-OIoKkfxoywxHRX6J0WETyxUsLDT7A3uD2x6Qpdf86LY7K-icctJBmcc
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• Italian: Rizzoli by Berla & Griffini  

• Romanian: Editura Rao by The Graal Agency 

• Portuguese: Individual Editora by The Foreign Office 

• Brazilian: Intrínseca by Agência Riff, 

• Polish: Wydawnictwo Czarne by The Graal Agency 

• French: Les Arènes by Anna Jarota Agency 

• Simplified Chinese: Beijing Imaginist Time Culture by Bardon-Chinese  

• German: WBG by Mohrbooks 

• Czech: Jota by Graal Agency 

• Turkish: Ayrinti by AnatoliaLit Agency 
 
 
The Pope Who Would be King is something of a prequel to The Kidnapping Of Edgardo Mortara, 
explaining how Pius IX came to be the Pope he was.  
 
Rights for the The Kidnapping Of Edgardo Mortara are controlled by 
Random House.  
 
Territories sold for The Kidnapping Of Edgardo Mortara (via Random 
House):  
 

• China: Shanghai 99 

• Taiwan: Rye Field 

• Czech Republic: Grada 

• Holland: Prometheus 

• UK: Picador 

• France: Le Cherche Midi 

• Georgia: Palitra 

• Israel: Kinneret 

• Italy: Rizzoli 

• Japan: Hayakawa 

• Korea: Munhakdongne 

• Poland: Czarne 

• Romania: Litera 

• Russia: Corpus 

• Spain: Berenice 

• Brazil: Intrinseca 

• Portugal: Presenca 
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David I. Kertzer is the Paul Dupee, Jr. University Professor of Social Science and professor of 
anthropology and Italian studies at Brown University, where he served as provost from 2006 to 
2011. He is the author of nine books, including 2015 Pulitzer Prize-winner The Pope and 
Mussolini,  The Popes Against the Jews, which was a finalist for the Mark Lynton History Prize, 
and The Kidnapping of Edgardo Mortara, which was a finalist for the National Book Award. He 
has twice been awarded the Marraro Prize from the Society for Italian Historical Studies for the 
best work on Italian history.  
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We Are Lost and Found 
Helene Dunbar 
 

• World English Sold to Sourcebooks Fire 

• Manuscript Available Winter 2019 

• Young Adult/Adult Crossover 

• Length: 60,000 words  
 

I lean against the speaker. Bauhaus is droning out Bela Lugoisi’s Dead and I can feel 
the scream of the bats in the treble, the dripping of fangs in the bass. 

The notes are loud enough to make my teeth ache, concentrated enough to make me 
feel drunk. I close my eyes and the room spins and my head spins and I give in and let 
it and then wonder if this is what hard drugs feel like and if Nancy Reagan will tell us 
to “Just Say No” to music because nothing this good could possibly be legal. 

*** 

Gabriel’s arms, sudden around my waist. 
Gabriel’s breath in my ear. 
He fakes biting my neck as the singer repeats “Undead” over and over. I turn my 
head, bare my skin. Open myself up. Finally understand why people write love songs. 
Lust songs. Whatever. 
 

We Are Lost and Found is a snapshot of three friends coming of age in New York City in 1983 who are 
struggling to forge their own paths in a changing world that doesn’t quite make sense; and the courage 
it takes to be true to yourself in the face of fear of the unknown including the growing storm of the AIDS 
crisis which could not yet be defined, but that also couldn’t be ignored. 
 
Michael is content to live in the shadow of his best friends, James, an enigmatic teen performance artist 
who everyone wants and no one can have and Becky, a budding journalist who calls things as she sees 
them. His brother, Connor, has already been kicked out of the house for being gay and laying low seems 
to be his only chance to avoid the same fate.  
 
To bide his time, Michael hangs out at The Echo where he can dance and forget about his father’s 
bigotry, the pressures of school, and the looming threat of a disease that everyone is talking about, but 
no one understands. 
 
Then he meets Gabriel, a boy who has been watching him. A boy who, unlike seemingly everyone else in 
New York, is interested in him and not James.  Choosing your path is difficult enough without the fear 
that seems to permeate every aspect of Michael’s life and he must decide whether to own it and pursue 
love, or deny who he is and take the road most travelled. 
 
Helene Dunbar is the author of THESE GENTLE WOUNDS (Flux, 2014), WHAT REMAINS (Flux, 
2015), BOOMERANG (Sky Pony, March 2018) and PRELUDE FOR LOST SOULS (Sourcebooks 2019, sequel 2020). 
 
THESE GENTLE WOUNDS and WHAT REMAINS: Bulgarian Rights to AMG Publishing  
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 Tell Me How You Really Feel  
Aminah Mae Safi 
 

• World English Sold to Macmillian/ Feiwel & Friends 

• Young Adult Contemporary Fiction 

• Manuscript Available 

• Length: 320 Pages 

• Publication: June 11th, 2019 
 

 

“The queer hate-to-love story you need in your life.” – Bustle 

 

Sana Khan is a cheerleader and a straight A student. She's the classic (somewhat obnoxious) 

overachiever determined to win.  

Rachel Recht is a wannabe director who's obsessed with movies and ready to make her own 

masterpiece. As she's casting her senior film project, she knows she's found the perfect lead - 

Sana.  

There's only one problem. Rachel hates Sana. Rachel was the first girl Sana ever asked out, but 

Rachel thought it was a cruel prank and has detested Sana ever since. 

Told in alternative viewpoints and inspired by classic romantic comedies, this engaging and 

edgy YA novel follows two strong-willed young women falling for each other despite 

themselves. 

 

Aminah Mae Safi is a Muslim-American writer who explores art, fiction, feminism, and film. She 

loves Sofia Coppola movies, Bollywood endings, and the Fast and Furious franchise. She’s the 

winner of the We Need Diverse Books short story contest. She lives in Los Angeles, California, 

with her partner, a cat bent on world domination, and another cat who’s just here for the 

snacks.  She is the author of Not The Girls You’re Looking For (2018).  
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Not The Girls You’re Looking For 
Aminah Mae Safi 
 

• World English Sold to Macmillan/ Feiwel & Friends 

• Russian to AST Limited 

• Young Adult Contemporary Fiction 

• Manuscript Available 

• Length: 336 Pages 

• Publication: June 19th, 2018 
  

"As hilarious as it is heartwarming, this beautiful story about family, friendships, and one 
amazingly complex teenage girl will leave you begging for more." —Sandhya Menon, New 
York Times bestselling author of When Dimple Met Rishi 

“Engaging and unexpected, voice-y and full of verve, this a whip-smart swan dive into all the 
messiness of best friendships and new romance, fitting in and growing up.” 
—Katie Cotugno, New York Times-bestselling author of How to Love 

 “Lulu Saad is exactly the girl YA fiction has been looking for: a fearless and beautiful Arab-
American Muslim ready to take the world by storm. Sparkling with humor, wit and 
vulnerability, Safi's debut will make you laugh and cry.” —Tanaz Bhathena, author of A Girl 
Like That 

“An honest slice of teen life from a teen character you need to know."  
—Sara Farizan, author of If You Could Be Mine 

Lulu Saad doesn't need your advice, thank you very much. She's got her three best friends and 
nothing can stop her from conquering the known world. Sure, for half a minute she thought 
she’d nearly drowned a cute guy at a party, but he was totally faking it. And fine, yes, she 
caused a scene during Ramadan. It's all under control. Ish. 

Except maybe this time she’s done a little more damage than she realizes. And if Lulu can't find 
her way out of this mess soon, she'll have to do more than repair friendships, family alliances, 
and wet clothing. She'll have to go looking for herself. 

Debut author Aminah Mae Safi's honest and smart novel is about how easy it can be to hurt 
those around you even if —especially if—you love them. 

Aminah Mae Safi is a Muslim-American writer. Safi was the winner of the We Need Diverse 
Books short story contest, and that story appears in the anthology Fresh Ink. She lives in Los 
Angeles, California, with her partner and cat. Not the Girls You’re Looking For is her first book. 
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These Gentle Wounds and What Remains 
Helene Dunbar 
 

• World English to Flux 

• Manuscripts Available 

• Young Adult 
 

These Gentle Wounds (Flux, 2016) 

• Bulgarian Rights to AMG Publishing 

• Length: 312 Pages 
 

Sometimes I wish I'd lost a leg or something. Everyone can understand that. They never get it when 
what's been broken is inside your head. 
 
Five years after an unspeakable tragedy that changed him forever, Gordie Allen has made a new home 
with his half-brother Kevin. Their arrangement works since Kevin is the only person who can protect 
Gordie at school and keep him focused on getting his life back on track.  
 
But just when it seems like things are becoming normal, Gordie's biological father comes back into the 
picture, demanding a place in his life. Now there's nothing to stop Gordie from falling into a tailspin that 
could cost him everything--including his relationship with Sarah, the first girl he's trusted with the truth. 
With his world spinning out of control, the only one who can help Gordie is himself . . . if he can find the 
strength to confront the past and take back his future. 
 
"A heartbreaking novel, this first-person narrative lets readers inside the mind of someone who has 
suffered abuse and is dealing with post-traumatic stress disorder and survivor's guilt." ―VOYA 
 
What Remains (Flux, 2015) 

• Bulgarian Rights to AMG Publishing 

• Length: 266 Pages 
 

In less than a second . . . . . . two of the things Cal Ryan cares most about—a 
promising baseball career and Lizzie, one of his best friends—are gone forever. In 
the hours that follow . . . . . . Cal's damaged heart is replaced. But his life will never 
be the same. Everyone expects him to pick up the pieces and move on. But Lizzie is 
gone, and all that remains for Cal is an overwhelming sense that her death was his 
fault. And a voice in his head that just . . . won't . . . stop. Cal thought he and his friends could overcome 
any obstacle. But grief might be the one exception. And that might take a lifetime to accept . . .  
 
"Recommended to fans of tragic love stories à la John Green and Rainbow Rowell."—VOYA  
 
"Teens will enjoy this as the warm and caring story of friendship that it is."—School Library Connection 
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Helene Dunbar is the author of THESE GENTLE WOUNDS (Flux, 2014), WHAT REMAINS (Flux, 
2015), BOOMERANG (Sky Pony, March 2018) and PRELUDE FOR LOST SOULS 
(Sourcebooks 2019, sequel 2020). 

Fallen Isles Trilogy 

Jodi Meadows 
 

• World English Sold to Kathering Tegen/ Harper Collins 

• Young Adult Fantasy 

• Manuscript for BEFORE SHE IGNITES (Book One), AS SHE ASCENDS 
(Book Two), and WHEN SHE REIGNS (Book Three) 

• Length: 110,000 words 

• WHEN SHE REIGNS Publication: September 2019 
 

“A fully realized fantasy world complete with dragons, treachery, and flawed characters discovering 
their courage. I couldn’t put it down!” —C. J. Redwine, New York Times bestselling author of The 
Shadow Queen 
 
From the New York Times bestselling co-author of My Lady Jane comes a smoldering new fantasy trilogy 
perfect for fans of Victoria Aveyard and Kristin Cashore about a girl condemned for defending dragons 
and the inner fire that may be her only chance of escape. 
  
Praise for BEFORE SHE IGNITES: 
 

“In this first of the Fallen Isles Trilogy, Meadows sows the seeds for an exciting follow-up 
and creates a rich, vivid world with characters who blossom on the page…. A page-turner 
that promises future intrigue, special powers, and dragon adventures.” — Kirkus Reviews 
 
“Meadows portrays acutely Mira’s insecurities about not living up to the demands of her 
station or to her mother’s expectations…while exploring issues of inclusivity and 
discrimination. Fans of Naomi Novik’s Temeraire series or Julie Kagawa’s Talon books will 
be delighted.” — Publishers Weekly 
 

“The complex political system is compellingly built, and Mira’s characterization is 
admirable. Hand to fans of rich world building—and, of course, fans of dragons.”— 
ALA Booklist 
 
“If you were looking for a new YA fantasy book to read with incredibly diverse 
characters, fantastical world-building, and a riveting plot, then Before She Ignites is the 
book for you. This book is what the future of the YA genre should be.” — Geeks of 
Color 
  
Jodi Meadows is the author of the Incarnate trilogy, the Orphan Queen duology, and the Fallen Isles 
trilogy and coauthor of the New York Times bestsellers My Lady Jane and My Plain Jane. Visit her at 
www.jodimeadows.com.  
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Territories sold for The Orphan Queen Duology (HarperCollins 2015, 2016) UK rights sold by HC to Harper360, 
Turkish rights to Dogan Egmont. Thai rights to Athena Publishing.   
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Donald Hall, Estate  
2010 National Medal of Arts Recipient 
2016 National Book Award Poetry Longlist Finalist  

Donald Hall has published numerous books of poetry, most recently White 
Apples and the Taste of Stone: Selected Poems 1946-2006 (Houghton 
Mifflin, 2006); The Painted Bed (2002) and Without: Poems (1998), which 
was published on the third anniversary of his wife and fellow poet Jane 
Kenyon's death from leukemia. Other notable collections include The One 
Day (1988), which won the National Book Critics Circle Award, the Los 
Angeles Times Book Prize, and a Pulitzer Prize nomination; The Happy Man 
(1986), which won the Lenore Marshall Poetry Prize; and Exiles and 
Marriages (1955), which was the Academy's Lamont Poetry Selection for 
1956. 

Besides poetry, Donald Hall has written books on baseball, the sculptor 
Henry Moore, and the poet Marianne Moore. He is also the author of 
children's books, including Ox-Cart Man (1979), which won the Caldecott 
Medal; short stories, including Willow Temple: New and Selected Stories 
(Houghton Mifflin, 2003); and plays. He has also published several 
autobiographical works, such as The Best Day The Worst Day: Life with 
Jane Kenyon (2005), Life Work (1993), which won the New England Book 
award for nonfiction and Unpacking the Boxes: A Memoir of a Life in 
Poetry (2008). 

His honors include two Guggenheim fellowships, the Poetry Society of America's Robert Frost 
Silver medal, a Lifetime Achievement award from the New Hampshire Writers and Publisher 
Project, and the Ruth Lilly Prize for poetry. Hall also served as Poet Laureate of New Hampshire 
from 1984 to 1989. In December 1993 he and Jane Kenyon were the subject of an Emmy 
Award-winning Bill Moyers documentary, "A Life Together." In the June 2006, Hall was 
appointed the Library of Congress's fourteenth Poet Laureate Consultant in Poetry.   

For rights information on the following or any Donald Hall titles, please contact The Strothman Agency: 
 

• Life Work  

• Seasons at Eagle Pond 

• Here at Eagle Pond  

• Without  

• White Apples and Taste of Snow/Selected Poems of Donald Hall  

• Fathers Playing Catch with Sons   
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Jane Kenyon, Estate    
 
 

Jane Kenyon was born in 1947 in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and grew up in the 
midwest. She earned a B.A. from the University of Michigan in 1970 and 
an M.A. in 1972. That same year, Kenyon married the poet Donald Hall, 
whom she had met while a student at the University of Michigan. With 
him she moved to Eagle Pond Farm in New Hampshire.  
 
During her lifetime Jane Kenyon published four books of poetry—
Constance (1993), Let Evening Come (1990), The Boat of Quiet Hours 
(1986), and From Room to Room (1978)—and a book of translation, 
Twenty Poems of Anna Akhmatova (1985). In December 1993 she and 

Donald Hall were the subject of an Emmy Award-winning Bill Moyers documentary, "A Life 
Together." At the time of her death from leukemia, in April 1995, Jane Kenyon was New 
Hampshire's poet laureate. A fifth collection of Kenyon's poetry, Otherwise: New and Selected 
Poems, was released in 1996, and in 1999, Graywolf Press issued A Hundred White Daffodils: 
Essays, Interviews, the Akhmatova Translations, Newspaper Columns, and One Poem. 
 
 
For information on the following or any Kenyon titles, contact Graywolf Press directly. 

                                                                                                                                                       
• A Hundred White Daffodils  

• Collected Poems  

• Constance  

• From Room to Room  

• Let Evening Come  

• Otherwise: New & Selected Poems  

• The Boat of Quiet Hours  
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John K. Galbraith, Estate   
 

 
 
John Kenneth Galbraith who was born in 1908, was the Paul M. Warburg 
Professor of Economics Emeritus at Harvard University and a past 
president of the American Academy of Arts and Letters. He is the author 
of thirty-one books spanning three decades, including The Affluent 
Society, The Good Society, and The Great Crash. In 2000, at a White House 
ceremony, he was given the Presidential Medal of Freedom.  

 
 

 
 
 
Please contact The Strothman Agency for rights information on all titles, including: 
 

• The Great Crash   

• The Affluent Society  

• The New Industrial State 

• Money 

• Economics in Perspective 

• American Capitalism 

• Economics in Perspective 

• Economics and the Public Purpose 

• A Short History of Financial Euphoria 

• The Economics of Innocent Fraud 

• The Essential Galbraith 

• The Good Society 

• The Voice of the Poor 

• A Life in Our Times 

• Name Dropping: From FDR On 

• A Tenured Professor  

• The Scotch  

• The Triumph: A Novel of Modern Diplomacy 
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Doris Grumbach  

 
Doris Grumbach is the author of many novels and memoirs including 
Fifty Days of Solitude, Life in a Day, The Ladies, and Chamber Music, 
has been literary editor of the New Republic, a nonfiction columnist for 
the New York Times Book Review, a book reviewer for National Public 
Radio and the televised McNeil-Lehrer Newshour, and a bookseller in 
Washington, DC, and Maine. She received the Bill Whitehead 
Award for Lifetime Achievement from Publishing Triangle in 2000.  She 
turned 100 on July 12, 2018. 

 
 
Please contact The Strothman Agency for rights information on all titles, including: 
 

Memoirs 

• Coming into the End Zone 

• Fifty Days of Solitude 

• Extra Innings 

• The Presence of Absence 

•  Life in a Day 

• The Pleasure of Their Company 

 

Novels 

• Chamber Music 

• The Ladies 

• The Magician's Girl 

• The Book of Knowledge 

• The Missing Person 
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Barbara Cooney Estate 
 
For rights information for the following titles, contact Penguin Press: 

• Miss Rumphius (Caldecott Medal Award Winner) 

• Eleanor  

• The Year of the Perfect Christmas Tree 

• The Story of Holly and Ivy  

• Island Boy  

• Hattie and the Wild Waves   

• Ox-Cart Man (Caldecott Medal Award 
Winner) 

• The Remarkable Christmas of the Cobbler’s 
Sons  

• Squawk to the Moon, Little Goose  

• Louhi, Witch of North Farm  

• When The Sky is Like Lace 

• Only Opal 
 
Contact HarperCollins for information about: 

• Chanticleer and the Fox (Caldecott Medal Award Winner) 

• Roxaboxen 
 
Contact Little, Brown for information about: 

• Letting Swift River Go 

• Basket Moon 
 
Contact Random House for information about: 

• Emily 

• Emma 
 
Contact Walker for information about: 

• How the Hibernators Came to Bethlehem 

• Kildee House 

• Seven Little Rabbits 
 

For all other Barbara Cooney titles, contact The 
Strothman Agency LLC.  
 


